**Sunday – September 18 – Spouse Programme**

**Chocolate Factory Visit, Schatzalp, Strela Alp and Thomas Mann Path**
please wear hiking shoes

09:30 hrs.  **Meeting Point at Hilton Lobby** for public bus transfer (please bring along your guest card) to the confectionery Schneider’s (Davos)

10:00 – 11:00  **Create your own Chocolate Bar** - Learn how chocolate is made and fabricate/decorate your very own chocolate bar.

11:00 – 11:10  **Transfer to Base Station of Schatzalp** (Promenade 63, Davos Platz)

11:15  **Cable car to top of the mountain Schatzalp** (Promenade 63, Davos Platz)

11:30 – 12:30  **Schatzalp** – Enjoy the view with a typical Swiss drink (Ovi/Rivella).
**Historical Visit** - Tour the "ArtDeco" Hotel Schatzalp, learn about this time period incl. the old sanatory times, tuberculosis, and the Schatzalp's house spirit "Romanow".

12:30 – 14:00  comfortable 10-minutes’ walk to Strela Alp mountain restaurant for lunch

14:00 – 15:00  **Walk down on the Thomas Mann Path to Davos** (60 min)
Alternatively: walk back (10 min) to the cable car station to go down by cable car to Davos individually.
Welcome Evening at the “Fuxägufer” (Where Foxes Hide) (18:30 – 23:00 hrs.)

Venue: Mountain Chalet Restaurant Fuxägufer, Jakobshorn, Davos

Dress Code: Warm cloth, very good walking shoes

- individual transfer (public bus or by foot) to the meeting point base station Jakobshorn
- meeting point: base station Jakobshorn (mulled wine)
- ascent with cable car
- by car to Fuxägufer
- reception with traditional music on the terrace (outdoors) of the charming mountain chalet Fuxägufer (meaning of the name: where foxes hide)
- buffet dinner (indoors) at the chalet
- return by car to Jakobshorn gondola or optional torch relay (20 min walk – good shoes) to the the Jakobshorn gondola
- descent with Jakobshorn gondola
- individual return to the hotels (public bus or by foot)
Monday – September 19 – Spouse Programme

**Visit to Klosters** (09.45 – 16.00 hrs.)

09:45 Meet at Hilton Inn Lobby
09:50 Departure from Hilton Lobby to Klosters
10:20 Horse Carriage to Alp Garfiun
11:20 Cheese Tasting Alp Garfiun
12:00 Transfer to Restaurant Alpenrösli (horse carriage, last bit by shuttle)
13:00 Lunch at Chalet Alpenrösli
14:30 Walk down (45 min) to Klosters Dorf (Village) and back by train (back at hotel around 16:00 hrs.) alternatively shuttle/taxi transfer from Alpenrösli back to Davos (back in Davos at around 14:50 hrs.)

Monday – September 19 – Evening Programme (delegates and spouses)

**Dinner at the Morosani Hotel Schweizerhof Davos**

Individual arrival at the Morosani Hotel Schweizerhof (Promenade 50, Davos)

18.30 – 19.30 Receptions at the Morosani Hotel
19.30 – 22.30 Dinner & Fashion Show

Individual return to the hotels (public bus or by foot)
Tuesday – September 20 – Spouse Programme

Davos (10.00 – 15:30 hrs.) - please wear hiking shoes

09:50 hrs. Meeting Point: Hilton Lobby

10:00 – 12:00 hrs. Herbal hike

This wonderful walk (hiking shoes) through the beautiful mountain landscape takes about two hours. Let yourself be enchanted by the herbs and plants of an intact mountain world. A small snack is included on this «journey». Learn the basics about local herbs and their use from a certified natural cosmetician.

12:30 – 14:00 hrs. Lunch at Schneider’s Restaurant (Promenade 68, 7270 Davos)

14:15 – 15:30 Kirchner Museum (Promenade 82, 7270 Davos)

Guided tour: Kirchner Museum Davos offers the extraordinary chance to look at works of the expressionist Ernst Ludwig Kirchner in the same place where they were created. Davos and its environment with the marvelous Staffelalp were Kirchners inspiration for a large number of important paintings.